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ABSTRACT: In the field of tissue engineering, mechano-
regulation theories have been applied to help predict tissue
development in tissue engineering scaffolds in the past. For
this, finite element models (FEMs) were used to predict the
distribution of strains within a scaffold. However, the strains
reported in these studies are volumetric strains of thematerial
or strains developed in the extracellular matrix occupying the
pore space. The initial phase of cell attachment and growth on
the biomaterial surface has thus far been neglected. In this
study, we present a model that determines the magnitude of
biomechanical signals on the biomaterial surface, enabling us
to predict cell differentiation stimulus values at this initial
stage. Results showed that magnitudes of the 2D strain—
termed surface strain—were lower when compared to the 3D
volumetric strain or the conventional octahedral shear strain
as used in current mechano-regulation theories. Results of
both mCT and CAD derived FEMs from the same scaffold
were compared. Strain and fluid shear stress distributions,
and subsequently the cell differentiation stimulus, were
highly dependent on the pore shape. CAD models were not
able to capture the distributions seen in the mCT FEM. The
calculated mechanical stimuli could be combined with
current mechanobiological models resulting in a tool to
predict cell differentiation in the initial phase of tissue
engineering. Although experimental data is still necessary to
properly link mechanical signals to cell behavior in this
specific setting, this model is an important step towards
optimizing scaffold architecture and/or stimulation regimes.
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Introduction

The formation of bone in scaffolds for tissue engineering
applications is influenced by the material properties of such
scaffolds. Ceramics have been shown to possess excellent
osteo-inductive and osteo-conductive properties, but their
brittleness and degradation behavior remains a problem
(Cordonnier et al., 2011; Giannoudis et al., 2005). Two other
classes of biomaterials that can be used for bone tissue
engineering scaffolds are synthetic and natural polymers.
These materials are a promising option as their physical
and chemical properties can be tailored to match the native
stiffness, for example. Additionally, polymers can be
processed using various techniques, resulting in virtually
unlimited possibilities for the scaffold architecture. However,
a disadvantage of purely synthetic polymers is that the bone
forming capabilities are low compared to those for ceramics.
To improve bone formation, mechanical stimulation of cell
seeded scaffolds in vitro is an option. The link between
mechanical loading and tissue formation was first suggested
more than a century ago by Cullman, von Meyer and Roux,
and has received considerable attention ever since.

Several studies have focused on relating biophysical stimuli
to tissue formation in the case of fracture healing. Although
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Pauwels (1960) was one of the first to postulate these
relations, it was Carter et al. (1988, 1998) who supported his
mechano-regulation theory applying finite element analysis
(FEA). According to Carter, hydrostatic stress and octahedral
shear strain or stress could predict cell differentiation and
subsequently tissue formation. Around the same time Claes
and Heigele (1999) proposed their quantitative mechano-
regulation theory relating local strains and hydrostatic stress
to tissue formation. Lacroix and Prendergast (2002) and
Prendergast et al. (1997) approached tissue as being
composed of both fluid and solid phases. Therefore, he
hypothesized cell differentiation as a biphasic phenomenon.
Deformation of the solid phase was described by octahedral
shear strain but deformations of the fluid phase by the
interstitial fluid flow. Although the theories of Carter and
Claes could predict the course of fracture healing in their
study, it is the theory of Prendergast whichwas able to predict
tissue formation more closely in various biological settings
(Khayyeri et al., 2009) and mechanical loading conditions
(Isaksson et al., 2006a,b). Therefore, Prendergast’s theory has
generally been used for modeling tissue formation in the
volumetric pore space of scaffolds (Byrne et al., 2007; Checa
and Prendergast, 2010; Milan et al., 2009, 2010; Sandino and
Lacroix, 2011).
Tissue formation inside scaffolds can be considered as

consisting of two phases, with the first phase being the
attachment and growth of cells on the surface of the scaffold.
From this moment on, extracellular matrix (ECM) is
deposited and fills the free pore space of the scaffold,
enabling cells to migrate into the pore and this marks the
second phase. When applying mechanical signals to the cells
in the scaffold, such as strain driven compression and fluid
flow, the cells are able to differentiate depending on the strain
and stress magnitude. In a cell seeded scaffold of which strut
dimensions exceed the cell dimensions, the magnitude of
strain sensed by the cell during the first phase is different from
the strain sensed during the second phase. In the first phase,
cells are attached to the surface of the scaffold which can be
considered as a 2D environment. On the other hand, cells
embedded in the ECMoccupying the pore volume are in a 3D
environment. Models currently described in the literature are
based on volumetric strains that develop within a biomaterial
or within the volumetric pore space of a scaffold. Such
models only effectively simulate the second phase—the 3D
environment—and do not take into account the initial
phase, the 2D environment (Byrne et al., 2007; Checa and
Prendergast, 2010; Milan et al., 2010; Sandino and Lacroix,
2011; Sandino et al., 2010). Therefore, these models neglect
the effect of loads during the initial development of a tissue
on a scaffold. Moreover, in literature, different strains
calculations were used for predicting tissue formation with
the aid of the mechano-regulation theory of Prendergast.
These included the octahedral shear strain (Olivares et al.,
2009; Sandino and Lacroix, 2011; Sandino et al., 2010),
volumetric shear strain (Byrne et al., 2007; Checa and
Prendergast, 2010; Milan et al., 2009), and tissue shear strain
(Milan et al., 2010). It is clear that the use of different types of

strain, with different mathematical definitions, will result in
different strain values and therefore different predictions for
tissue development. In this study, we will employ the same
established mechanobiological model to illustrate the impact
of the type of strain used on the predicted tissue development.
Apart from this, mostmodels described in the literature are

based on simple computer-aided-design (CAD) architectures
(Byrne et al., 2007; Checa and Prendergast, 2010) or on
micro-computed tomography (mCT) scans from compres-
sion moulded scaffolds (Milan et al., 2010; Sandino and
Lacroix, 2011; Sandino et al., 2010). Deriving a model based
on a mCT scan is a laborious and resource intensive process.
However, due to the intrinsic nature of compressionmoulded
scaffolds, the reproducibility of a scaffold architecture and
pore network is low, and therefore the architecture of such
scaffolds cannot be correlated with CAD drawings. On the
other hand, the architecture of scaffolds fabricated using
rapid prototyping (RP) can be highly controlled. This
could mean that the laborious process of creating a model
based on the mCTscan of the scaffold is unnecessary and that
the initial CAD design of the scaffold is sufficient to create the
FE model. Even though there are studies discussing the
experimental validation of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations, like fluid flow (De Boodt et al., 2010) and
scaffold permeability (Truscello et al., 2012), at the moment
there is no comparison in literature between a mCT scanned
and a CAD model of a fabricated RP scaffold when regarding
stress and strain distributions due to mechanical compres-
sion and fluid flow in the scaffold.
To study tissue development in the initial phase of tissue

engineering, we here present a model to predict the effect of
mechanical signals on cells seeded on the surface of a scaffold.
Finite element models (FEMs) were created based on a mCT
scanned RP scaffold and a CAD model based on the same
scaffold, and the FEMs were used for FEA and CFD. An in-
house written code was used to calculate the strain developed
on the surface of these FEMs. As shown in Figure 1, the
magnitude of the strain developed on the face of a tetrahedral
element is expected to be different from the strain developed
in the volume of the same element. To verify this, the
surface strain was subsequently compared to the octahedral
shear strain and the strains developed within the entire
element located at the surface, collectively termed volumetric
strains. By coupling the CFD and FEA models, the combined
effect of both types of biophysical stimuli on cell differentia-
tion could be investigated. Furthermore, we investigated
the need for mCT based models by comparing cell
differentiation predictions of FEMs based on a mCT scanned
RP scaffold with FEMs based on the CAD model of the same
RP scaffold.
To our knowledge, this model is the first that is able to

consider the initial phase of cell differentiation on the surface
of scaffolds based on local biophysical stimuli. Applying this
model, we will be able to develop scaffold architectures for
various types of musculoskeletal tissue engineering applica-
tions. The biophysical loading on such scaffolds can be tested
a priori in silico, allowing for the optimization of scaffold
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architecture and/or for loading regimes for the initial part of
cell differentiation in a tissue engineering scaffold.

Materials and Methods

Derivation of Material and Fluid Meshes for FEA and
CFD Models

Scaffolds were fabricated by a RP machine (Envisiontec,
Germany) as previously described by (Moroni et al.,
2006) (Fig. 2A). Briefly, granules of the copolymer
300PEOT55PBT45 were loaded into a stainless steel syringe
and closed by a pressurized cap and a hypodermic needle. The
syringe was placed in a heated cartridge at 195�C, which was
moved over a stationary platform on which the molten
polymer fibre was deposited. A scaffold of 9.7mm� 9.7mm
� 9.9mm was created in a layer by layer fashion with a 90o

angle rotation between successive layers. A fiber diameter of
250mm, fiber spacing of 590mm and layer thickness of
150mm were chosen, giving pore sizes of 340mm� 340mm
and 340mm� 150mm in the horizontal and lateral direction,
respectively. Fiber diameter and layer height were determined
by the hypodermic needle used. The fabricated scaffold was
imaged with an eXplore Locus mCT scanner from General

Electric and after reconstruction visualized with the freeware
program microView 2.1.2. Voxel size for the RP scaffold was
28.6mm� 28.6mm� 28.6mm. Actual fiber diameter, spac-
ing, and layer thickness were determined from the scan
(Supporting Information Fig. S1). Volume fractions were
calculated by the mass of the scaffold and known density, and
through the analytic output from microView. A region of
interest, 1.75mm� 1.75mm� 1.5mm was selected from
the center of the scaffold in microView and extended in one
direction with void (2mm� 0.1mm) to provide for a fluid
in- and out-let to mimic the bioreactor environment. The
result was exported in DICOM format to the imaging
software programMimics 14.0 (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).
DICOM images were segmented into a fluid (void) and
material part thereby obtaining meshes with fully shared
element faces between CFD and FEA models, while remeshing
was performed to improve the quality of the meshes.

A material and fluid CAD model were created in
Solidworks 2009 (Dassault Sytèmes, Doetinchem, The
Netherlands) and subsequently combined to enable the
surface between the material and fluid model to be shared
(Fig. 2B). The result was exported to Mimics to obtain
meshes with the same element size and mesh density as the
mCT model and had fully shared element faces for the

Figure 1. Difference between surface strain (2D) and volume strain (3D). (A) The surface strain calculated on the face of the tetrahedral lying on the surface, as used in this

article, for determining cell differentiation stimulus values. (B) Volume strain developed in the entire surface tetrahedral is used in literature for determining cell differentiation

stimulus values. (C) Strain on the individual faces of the tetrahedral after displacement of the top node. (D) Strain of the tetrahedral after the same displacement of the top node. Note

the difference in the strain values developed.
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material and fluidmodel. Volume fractionwas determined by
thematerial volume of thematerial mesh inMarcMentat and
the dimensions given to create the CAD model.

Material Properties and Boundary Conditions

Volume meshes were achieved for CFD and FEA models in
Mimics consisting of 4 node tetrahedra with 3 degrees-of-

freedom. This resulted in 165 160 tetrahedra and 296,071
elements for the solid phase and 411,791 and 274,474
elements for the fluid phase of the mCT and CAD models,
respectively. FEA was performed in Marc Mentat 2008 r1
(MSC Software, Raamsdonksveer, The Netherlands), in
which a total compressive strain of 10% was applied to the
material mesh by a die on top of the model. The bottom
nodes of the model were fixed in the loading direction. Two

Figure 2. Derivation of models for FEA and CFD from (A) plotted scaffolds through rapid prototyping and (B) CAD scaffolds.
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nodes were fixed in either the X-direction or the Y-direction
along the Y-axis or X-axis, respectively. These boundary
conditions were applied to prevent rotation of the model
under compression while allowing lateral expansion thereby
simulating an unconfined compression. Linear elastic and
isotropic material properties of 300PEOT55PBT45 were
taken from the literature, for which a bulk Young’s modulus
of 88MPa (Sakkers et al., 1998) and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.48
(Moroni et al., 2006) were considered.

In Mimics, the regions for the boundary conditions fluid
velocity inlet, zero pressure outlet, and no slip at the walls
were applied to the fluid volume mesh thereby simulating a
close fit of the scaffold in the bioreactor. CFD simulations
were performed with Fluent 12.0 (Ansys, Wavre, Belgium).
Fluid velocities of 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100mm/s were applied.
The fluid was modeled as an incompressible Newtonian fluid
based on culture medium properties, r¼ 1,000 kg/m3 and
m¼ 1.45e�3 Pa�s (Bacabac et al., 2005).

Simulation Results

A Matlab script (Mathworks R2010a) was written to identify
the shared element faces between the FEA model and CFD
model based on the coordinates of the nodes. A Fortran
subroutine with user code was written and executed during a
FEA simulation byMarcMentat to calculate the surface strains;
the strains of the element face lying on the surface of the
material FEM. Additionally, the octahedral shear strain and
the volumetric strains of the same element were calculated. The
surface, volumetric and octahedral shear strain were defined as:

gsurf ¼
e1 � e2

2
ð1Þ

With e1 and e2 the principal strains of the element face on
the surface (Supporting Information Fig. S2A).

gvol ¼
eI � eIII

2
ð2Þ

goct ¼
1

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðeI � eIIÞ2 þ ðeII � eIIIÞ2 þ ðeIII � eIÞ2

q
ð3Þ

with eI, eII and eIII the principal strains at the integration
point of the same element (Sandino and Lacroix, 2011)
(Supporting Information Fig. S2B).

Identification of the shared element faces enabled the
visualization of the CFD simulation results on the material
model in Marc Mentat. CFD simulations results were used to
link the biophysical stimuli with cell differentiation through-
out the FEA simulation through an adapted version of
the mechano-regulation theory of Prendergast (Lacroix and
Prendergast, 2002).

S ¼ g

a
þ t

b
ð4Þ

The fluid flow was substituted with the fluid wall shear
stress t (Sandino and Lacroix, 2011) as calculated by Fluent,

with g either the surface, volumetric or the octahedral shear
strain. Constants a and b were 0.0375 and 0.010 Pa,
respectively, as reported in literature (Olivares et al., 2009;
Sandino and Lacroix, 2011). The cell stimulus value (S)
thresholds used for cell differentiation were 0� S<0.001 for
resorption, 0.001� S< 1 for bone, 1� S< 3 for cartilage,
3� S< 6 for fibrous tissue (FBT), and S� 6 for necrosis
(Olivares et al., 2009; Sandino and Lacroix, 2011).

Results

FEMs, FEA, and CFD Simulation Results

The mCT scan showed a fiber diameter of 253.9� 18.5mm,
fiber spacing of 585.9� 8.5mm, and layer thickness of
149.3� 3.2mm for the RP fabricated scaffold. The total
volume of the scaffold was 929mm3 with 50% material and
50% void/fluid. The mCT based model had a material
fraction of 52% and a volume fraction of 48% with the fluid
inlets not taken into account. For the CAD model, the total
volume was 2.81mm3 with 49%material and 51% void/fluid
in which the fluid inlets were not taken into account.

Compression simulation of the FEAmodel showed highest
shear strain values at the crossing between two fibers of
successive layers (Fig. 3). The developed strains extended
towards the center of the pore through the top and bottom
part of the fiber spanning the pore. Shear strain magnitudes
were highest for the octahedral shear strain followed by
volumetric and surface shear strain (Fig. 4, Table I). The
maximum and mean shear strain magnitudes were again
highest for the octahedral shear strain.

Fluid wall shear stress magnitudes on the surface of the
scaffold were determined by the architecture of the pores and
the fluid inlet velocity (Fig. 5). The distribution of the wall
shear stresses were predominantly at the sides of the fibers
spanning the pore. Increasing the fluid velocity led to higher
mean and maximum fluid shear stresses on the wall
(Table II).

Stimulus Predictions on Cell Differentiation

In order to demonstrate the full power of this method, the
mechanical signals were combined with a current mecha-
nobiological model to predict cell differentiation. Predictions
of stimulus values matched the shear stress and strain
distribution (Fig. 6). At the location of crossing fibers, shear
strains were high which was reflected in the cell stimulus
value (Fig. 6C,E,G). Predictions based on the octahedral
shear strain displayed the highest cell stimulus values,
followed by volumetric and surface shear strain.

Tissue type prediction based on fluid flow alone showed
that a velocity of 10mm/s already resulted in a stimulus
value for bone in the entire scaffold, with the exception of the
edges of the scaffold which were not subjected to fluid flow in
this model (Fig. 6B and Fig. 7). For fluid flow velocities of
50mm/s and onwards, cartilage tissue was predicted as well
(Figs. 6B and 7). This resulted in a reduction of the percentage

1868 Biotechnology and Bioengineering, Vol. 111, No. 9, September, 2014



of bone down to 49.9% for a fluid velocity of 100mm/s. The
fluid shear stresses were reflected in the cell stimulus
distribution, such that at the sides of the fibers spanning
the pore the high shear stresses resulted in an increased cell
stimulus values (Fig. 6).
Combining fluid flow and mechanical compression

resulted in highest cell stimulus values around the crossing
of fibers. At these locations, the mechanical compression is
the dominating factor in predicting cell stimulus values. The
fluid flow increased the cell stimulus values at the sides of the
fibers spanning the pores.

CAD versus mCT

The shear strain magnitude and distribution showed differ-
ences between the CAD and mCT based model (Fig. 8A
and C). FEA results of the CAD model showed higher
maximum shear strains but lower mean shear strain values
compared to themCTmodel (Table I, Fig. 4). The shear strain
distribution in the CAD model was confined to the location
of crossing fibers while in the mCTmodel, strains developed
that extended through the top and bottom part of the fiber
towards the center of the pore.
CFD simulations showed differences in the fluid wall shear

stress magnitude (Table I, Figs. 8B,D and 9). Contrary to the
shear strain, both the maximum and mean fluid shear stress
magnitudes were higher in themCTmodel. The shear stresses

Figure 3. Strain distribution in the (A) mCT scaffold for the (B) surface shear strain, (C) octahedral shear strain, and (D) volumetric shear strain upon 10% total strain

compression.

Figure 4. Histogram of shear strains in mCT and CAD model upon 10% total strain

compression.

Table I. Difference of mean and maximum value of the shear strains

and fluid wall shear stress between the mCT and CAD model (10%

compression and 50mm/s).

mCT CAD

Mean (%) Max (%) Mean (%) Max (%)

Surface shear strain 4.13� 2.8 16.3 2.47� 3.2 18.0
Volume shear strain 5.76� 3.0 30.6 3.47� 3.8 82.6
Octahedral shear strain 10.10� 5.4 50.9 5.99� 6.7 134.9

Mean
(mPa)

Max
(mPa)

Mean
(mPa)

Max
(mPa)

Fluid velocity (50mm/s) 4.52� 3.4 19.2 2.96� 2.7 18.4
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in themCTand CADmodel acted in bothmodels on the sides
of the fibers spanning the pore.

The strain and stress distributions were reflected in the cell
stimulus value distribution (Fig. 8E and F). Cell stimulus
values based on the surface shear strain showed higher
stimulus values directly beneath the crossing fibers. Higher
cell stimulus values on the sides of the fiber spanning the pore
were related to the higher shear stresses from the fluid flow.
The lower shear stresses in the CAD model resulted in a
higher percentage of bone compared to the mCT model,
92.3% and 89.1%, respectively in models without compres-
sion (Fig. 8G). When 10% compression is applied, the
confinement of the strain distribution in the CAD model
resulted in a higher percentage of bone, 68.7% versus 30.3%.
The percentage of cartilage on the other hand was always
higher in the mCT model, with variations spanning from
0.6% to 27.2% for the CAD, and from 6.5% to 68.3% for the

mCT model. The onset of fibrous connective tissue was
predicted earlier in the CAD model.

Discussion

Tissue engineering aims at restoring or replacing malfunc-
tioning tissues, as an alternative for autografts, allografts, and
xenografts. The well-established link between mechanical
loading and fracture healing resulted in a number of
mechano-regulation theories which were applied to tissue
development in scaffolds. This knowledge can be used to
develop scaffolds in combination with mechanical stimula-
tion regimes to instruct seeded cells to differentiate towards
for instance the osteogenic or chondrogenic lineage. Current
numerical models described in literature are based on
volumetric strains that developwithin a biomaterial or within
its pore space. As such, they either predict tissue formation in
a stage where tissue is already formed in the pore volume, or
are relating tissue formation to the deformation of the
scaffold material itself. However, at the initial stage of tissue
formation in a scaffold, cells adhere to the surface of the
scaffold and start to excrete ECM, which only later fills
the pore space of the biomaterial. At this initial stage the
deformation of the surface of the scaffold material, as
presented here, would thus better represent what the cells
sense. This has not been accounted for in literature so far.

This paper presents a model to predict the effect of
mechanical compression and fluid flow on cells attached to

Figure 5. Fluid wall shear stress in the (A) mCT model from the side with (B) close-up and from (C) the top with (D) close-up at an inlet fluid velocity of 50mm/s

Table II. Maximum and mean fluid wall shear stress from different fluid

velocities (mCT model).

Fluid inlet velocity
(mm/s)

Mean shear
stress (mPa)

Maximum shear
stress (mPa)

10 0.88� 0.7 3.69
25 2.18� 1.6 8.92
50 4.52� 3.4 19.2
75 7.03� 5.2 28.3
100 9.43� 7.0 37.6
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the surface of a 3D RP tissue engineering scaffold. With this
model the difference between the strains developed on the
surface of the scaffold and the strains in the material fraction
on the surface of the scaffold—termed volumetric strains—
was investigated. Surface strain magnitudes were lower
compared to the volumetric strain and the conventional
octahedral shear strain, with the largest differences between
the surface and octahedral shear strain (Table I). We
hypothesized that the cell material interface in a scaffold is
initially a 2D phenomenon. This is likely to be the reason for
the largest differences seen between the surface shear strain
and the octahedral shear strain, which is essentially a 3D
representation of the deformation of the material.
CFD analysis showed that narrowing of the pore resulted in

a higher mean and maximum fluid shear stress for the mCT

model with the same fluid flow settings (Table I). Higher
shear stress resulted in higher cell stimulus values, which is
corroborated by the study of Olivares et al. (2009) who
investigated, using CAD models, the influence of RP scaffold
architecture on the differentiation of cells adhered to the
scaffold surface. In their study, a fluid velocity of 10mm/s
resulted in a surface area with a stimulus for bone of almost
100%. In the study presented here, this was around 95%.
However, the remaining 5% of the surface area was not
subjected to fluid flow due to the boundary conditions
applied mimicking a tight fit of the scaffold to the bioreactor
wall. When increasing the fluid velocity to 100mm/s the
percentage of bone predicted by Olivares et al. (2009) was
reduced considerably and replaced by cartilage which
correlates with our results as well.
Making a model from mCT images is time consuming and

therefore CAD models were developed that resembled the
fabricated RP scaffold. In order to determine the need for
mCT based models, the stress and strain distributions in
scaffolds were predicted using both mCT and CAD based
FEMs. Due to the RP technique used for fabricating the
scaffold, gradual transitions between fibers of adjacent layers
were seen in the mCT model while they were absent in the
CAD model (Supporting Information Fig. S3). This differ-
ence in pore shape was reflected in different stress and strain
distributions in the mCTand CADmodel. In the mCTmodel
the strains were able to extend further than the width of the
fiber, while in the CADmodel they were confined to that area.
These differences were seen in the tissue type distribution as
well. In the mCT model the mean shear strains were higher
than in the CAD model, but the highest maximum shear
strains were found in the CADmodel (Table I). This is due to
the extending of the developed strains towards the center
of the pore which resulted from the gradual transition of
the fused fibers of adjacent layers. This resulted in a larger
surface area that was affected by mechanical compression. It
is difficult to compare these numbers with the results
mentioned in literature, since the architectures of reported
models are different from the models used in this study. The
models reported here were based on RP scaffolds, while in
literature compression moulded scaffolds (Lacroix et al.,
2006; Milan et al., 2009, 2010; Sandino and Lacroix, 2011;
Sandino et al., 2008) or different architectural CAD models
(Olivares et al., 2009) were reported. Olivares et al. (2009)
showed that the pore shape was important for the strain and
stress distributions developed in his CADmodels, as was seen
in our study as well. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study describing the biophysical stimuli for cells on
the surface of a fabricated RP scaffold and the CAD model of
the expected RP scaffold. (Byrne et al., 2007) reported on the
effect of intrinsic properties of scaffolds on tissue formation
inside these scaffolds using a simple CAD model. Olivares
used gyroid and hexagonal prism shaped CAD models to
show that pore shape and scaffold architecture have a large
influence on the surface biophysical stimuli for differentiating
stem cells (Olivares et al., 2009). In the study presented here,
the fabricated RP scaffold had intrinsic patterns that were

Figure 6. Tissue type distribution based on compression alone (left column) and

compression combined with fluid flow (right column) for the mCT model. (A) No

stimulus, (B) the effect of fluid flow alone, (C) effect of surface shear strain, (D) surface

shear strain and fluid flow, (E) effect of volumetric shear strain, (F) volumetric shear

strain and fluid flow, (G) effect of octahedral shear strain, and (H) octahedral shear

strain with fluid flow. Total strain of 10% and fluid inlet velocity of 50mm/s. It should be

noted that the goal of this data is to illustrate the potential of this model and that more

experimental data is necessary to properly link mechanical signals to cell behavior.
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reproducible, but the difference seen in pore shape between
the mCT and CAD model had a large influence on the stress
and strain distribution (Supporting Information Fig. S3).
This implies that either the RP technique used has to improve
or that a CAD model alone is not sufficient for calculating
reliable stress and strain distributions in the scaffold. Since

the former will be hard to achieve due to the physical
phenomena at the basis of solidification of the molten
polymer after extrusion, it will most likely remain necessary
to make a mCT scan of the fabricated scaffold in order to
calculate the stress and strain distribution. Other RP
techniques like selective laser sintering (SLS) and printing

Figure 7. Percentage of tissue type predicted for different fluid velocities applied. The left bar shows cell differentiation stimulus values based on surface shear strain, the

middle on volume shear strain and the right on octahedral shear strain. Maximum of 10% compression applied. It should be noted that the goal of this data is to illustrate the potential

of this model and that more experimental data is necessary to properly link mechanical signals to cell behavior.
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suffer from the problem that particles need to be fused and
the resolution of the fiber is determined by the particle size
(Tsang and Bhatia, 2004). Additionally, the surface roughness
of the structure is large which will require a high resolution of
the mCT scan if the strain on the surface of the material is to
be approximated reliably. It is also known that surface
roughness is able to direct differentiation, which is an
unwanted side effect when it cannot be controlled (Dalby
et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2010). Stereolithography could be
very interesting in obtaining scaffolds which closely resemble
CAD models (Melchels et al., 2010). The downside of this
technique however, is that a biocompatible photosensitive
liquid resin is needed as base material, which makes the
availability of biomaterials limited.
As for the mCT scans, the dimensions of the voxel size

exceeds the size of the average stem cell. A better
approximation of the strains experienced by the cells would
be achieved by increasing the scanning resolution and the
mesh size density, especially at highly curving surfaces.
However, this will require a scanner with an extremely high
resolution, and will be at the cost of computational power. In

order to evaluate this effect, a scan of a scaffold with an
isotropic voxel size of 10mmwas used to develop twomodels.
One model had an element size of 10mm while the other
model was coarsened to have the same element size as the
models described in this paper. Supporting Information
Fig. S4 show very similar distributions (Supporting
Information Fig. S4A and b) and no difference in strain
magnitude (Supporting Information Fig. S4C). Although the
size of the voxel size still exceeds the average stem cell, these
results show that the voxel size limitation of the described
models is small.
In order to illustrate the potential of the method described

in this paper, an established mechanobiological model was
included to allow for the prediction of tissue differentiation
based on the mechanical signals. When considering the cell
stimulus calculations, the constant a from Equation (4) was
taken from literature (Olivares et al., 2009; Sandino and
Lacroix, 2011). In that situation, the constant is specifically
used for the octahedral shear strain. It is therefore uncertain
whether the equation in its current form can be used to
predict tissue formation in a tissue engineering environment
when we consider the initial phase to be a 2D phenomenon.
Additionally, the equation describing themechano-regulation
theory is derived by fitting data from a bone implant interface
experiment. Although the resulting theory has shown to be
able to predict tissue formation in other biological settings
(Isaksson et al., 2006a,b; Khayyeri et al., 2009), a strong link
between systematic in silico investigations and in vitro or in
vivo experiments to validate the mechano-regulation theory
in tissue engineering scaffolds does not yet exist. It is possible
that the constants in the equation only have to be adapted to a
value derived from a 2D environment, but the possibility
exists that a new mechano-regulation theory will need to be
developed in order to predict tissue development correctly in a
musculoskeletal tissue engineering environment. For this
purpose, we are currently developing a high-throughput
screening system to study the effect of controllable scaffold
strains and fluid flow shear stresses on cells. Results from these
studies can then be used as input for themodel presented here.

Figure 8. Distributions in the mCT (A,B,F) and CAD (C,D,E) models for the (A,C)

surface shear strain, (B,D) fluid wall shear stress, and (E,F) tissue type prediction and

the (G) percentage of tissue type in the CAD (left bar) and mCT (right bar) model. Fluid

inlet velocity of 50mm/s and 10% compressive strain. It should be noted that the goal of

this data is to illustrate the potential of this model and that more experimental data is

necessary to properly link mechanical signals to cell behavior.

Figure 9. Histogram of fluid wall shear stress in mCT and CAD model for a fluid

flow velocity of 50mm/s.
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The model described in this paper can be used for the
initial stage of tissue formation in a TE scaffold when the cells
are attached to the surface of the scaffold material. However,
as the culture time progresses, cells will excrete ECM and
often migrate into the pore fraction of the scaffold. The time
needed for this to happen depends on a number of factors,
such as the material and surface properties of the scaffold, the
cell type used, and the seeding density. From that moment
on, the cells will not experience the 2D surface strains, but
rather 3D strains of the matrix in which they are embedded.
Apart from that, tissue properties such as permeability to
fluid and mechanical properties will have to be taken into
account as they will have an effect on the distribution of the
mechanical signals.

In this study, the CFD and FEA simulations were run in
different software packages. Results of the CFD simulation
were used in the FEA simulation for predicting cell
differentiation on the scaffold surface. The effect of
compression induced fluid flow and the scaffold deformation
due to fluid flow can therefore not be taken into account.
Although the fluid flow is low and can probably be neglected
as a factor for scaffold deformation, the compression induced
fluid flow is likely to have a significant effect on cell
differentiation predictions. A total compression of 10% is
applied and it is not unrealistic to assume that a fluid flow
similar or higher than the fluid flow speeds described in this
study will occur due to this compression. In order to simulate
this, an iterative model should be developed that uses the
simulation results of the previous iteration (CFD and FEA)
and uses this in the current iteration of the complete
simulation.

Interestingly, the fluid shear stress and mechanical strain
were shown to act on different locations of the scaffold. Fluid
shear stresses act on the side of the fiber spanning the pore,
while mechanical strains act at the crossing of fibers and
extended through the top and bottom part of the fiber to the
center of the pore. These observations are useful when
designing a scaffold for a specific application. By changing the
architecture of the scaffold, regions in the scaffold can for
instance be subjected to stimuli for bone or cartilage based on
compression, fluid flow or a combination of both. This makes
it possible to develop a scaffold inwhich stimuli for only bone
or cartilage are present, but one could also design a scaffold
for a subchondral bone defect. Currently, the model is based
on skeletal tissue formation having its origin in fracture
healing. It therefore describes the possibility of stem cells to
differentiate towards bone, cartilage and/or FBT. It is also
possible however, to use the current FEMs for the formation
of other types of tissue that are susceptible to mechanical
loading, as long as mechano-regulation theories can be
developed for the formation of these tissues.

Conclusion

Within this study, numerical models have been developed
with which the biophysical stimuli on the surface of RP
scaffolds can be determined. These models have shown that

at the initial phase of tissue formation inside a musculoskele-
tal tissue engineering scaffold, the mechanical stimuli at the
surface are different from the stimuli calculated from the pore
space or material deformation. As such, this model offers an
extension to previous models that predict tissue development
at later stages. Furthermore, the technique used to fabricate
the musculoskeletal scaffold determines if a mCT-scan has to
be made from the scaffold to approximate the stress and
strain distribution reliably or if a CAD model of the scaffold
would suffice. The present model of calculating biophysical
stimuli on the surface of a scaffold can be used to improve
scaffold architecture a priori. Future work will focus on
incorporating the second phase of tissue formation in the free
pore space of the scaffold. After optimization of the cellular
response by applying the results from the high-throughput
screening system being developed in our group and extensive
bioreactor studies, these models can be used to investigate
systematically the effect of mechanical loading and perfusion
on stem cell differentiation inside a scaffold in a dynamic in-
vitro environment.
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